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Local Politics and Global Change: New Book Series Probes Sexual
Academics and Activists Thinking Cultures 
About a Queer Future
This second conference in the series of three sponsored 
through the Rockefeller Residency Program at CLAGS will 
provide a context for both queer and non-queer scholars and 
activists to discuss the situation facing progressive queer 
politics at the end of this century. The initial planning 
was undertaken at a pre-conference held on October 24, at 
which nearly 20 scholars, activists and artists hashed out the 
major issues facing our scholarship and our movement. 
Following on this discussion, the conference has been 
planned as a series of plenary panels scheduled for Friday 
and Saturday, April 23-24 each of which is focused on a 
specific set of issues and questions pinpointed at the 
pre-conference. Panelists will not deliver papers, but rather 
respond to the issues and questions framed by each panel 
moderator. We are hoping that this format will allow the 
entire audience to follow and participate in the discussions 
which are generated and then carried over from one panel to 
the next. The opening plenary on Friday evening is 
provisionally titled "Queer Publics: Transforming Policy, 
Scholarship and Politics." On Saturday, three panels are 
currently in formation; "The Future of Human Rights",
"Race Wars", and the "Capitalization of Politics". We have 
high hopes that this conference can help set an agenda for 
progressive queer research, policy and organizing at this 
crucial moment.
Lisa Duggan
CLAGS Board Member 
and Conference Chair
Conference Queers the Middle Ages
On November 5-7, the groundbreaking "Queer Middle Ages" 
conference took place at the CUNY Graduate Center and at 
NYU, and drew an attendance of over 150 people. Plenary 
speakers included Judith Bennett (University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill), Michael Camille (University of 
Chicago), Carolyn Dinshaw (University of California,
Berkeley), and Everett K. Rowson (University of Pennsylvania).
Attendees participated in lively discussions following a wide 
array of presentations distributed over twenty-five panels. The 
latter ranged from sessions on cross-dressing, pedagogy, body 
fluids, language, kinship and empire, to Byzantium, India, Iran, 
the Iberic peninsula and several national literatures.
The papers assembled drew on a wide variety of 
methodologies and bridged a number of different disciplines— 
religious studies, anthropology and folklore studies, literary 
theory and criticism, art history, history, musicology.
New York University Press, in association with CLAGS, 
recently announced its forthcoming book series. Sexual 
Cultures: New Directions from the Center for 
Lesbian and Gay Studies. The general editors of the series 
include CLAGS board members Jose Munoz and Ann 
Pellegrini, as well as Eric Zinner of NYU Press. Sexual 
Cultures will explore the unique experiences and 
contributions of lesbian/gay/bisexual/trangendered and 
queer people from diverse communities.
Lesbian and gay scholarship suffers from a certain stasis 
that Sexual Cultures is determined to disrupt, a stasis that 
derives from an overarching concern with the local, the 
masculine, and the white subject. Taking lesbian, gay, and 
sexuality studies as its points of departure—and not ends 
in themselves—books in this series will promote 
scholarship about the lived experiences of sexual 
minorities.
Mirroring the Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies, this 
means maintaining strong activist and community 
commitments, and forging links between academe 
and "actually existing" queer cultures. In the process. 
Sexual Cultures will expand the definition of what lesbian 
and gay studies includes, particularly in the areas of race, 
nationality, religion, and class.
The series will entertain manuscripts from a variety of 
academic disciplines on a wide range of academic and 
nonacademic subjects. Books in the series will cover such 
topics as the culture of drag kings, Latin American 
sexuality, passing, the encroachments of global capital on 
local homosexualities, and queers and Christians. All of 
the books in Sexual Cultures will have critical horizons 
large enough to take in the current transformations of 
knowledges, identities, and capital on a shifting world 
stage.
Pursuing scholarship that can speak across disciplinary 
boundaries, as well as the border between academic and 
activist. Sexual Cultures seeks above all to intervene in 
and enable a vibrant and public queer culture.
Francesca Canade-Sautman
Conference Co-Chair 11
